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Abstract
Expressive variations of tempo and dynamics are an important
aspect of music performances, involving a variety of underly-
ing factors. Previous work has showed a relation between such
expressive variations (in particular expressive tempo) and per-
ceptual characteristics derived from the musical score, such as
musical expectations, and perceived tension. In this work we
use a computational approach to study the role of three mea-
sures of tonal tension proposed by Herremans and Chew (2016)
in the prediction of expressive performances of classical piano
music. These features capture tonal relationships of the music
represented in Chew’s spiral array model, a three dimensional
representation of pitch classes, chords and keys constructed in
such a way that spatial proximity represents close tonal relation-
ships. We use non-linear sequential models (recurrent neural
networks) to assess the contribution of these features to the pre-
diction of expressive dynamics and expressive tempo using a
dataset of Mozart piano sonatas performed by a professional
concert pianist. Experiments of models trained with and with-
out tonal tension features show that tonal tension helps predict
change of tempo and dynamics more than absolute tempo and
dynamics values. Furthermore, the improvement is stronger for
dynamics than for tempo.

Introduction
Expressive performance of music constitutes an impor-

tant part of our enjoyment of several kinds of music, in-
cluding Western art music and jazz. In these kinds of
music, an expressive performance is not expected to be an
exact mechanical rendition of what is written in the score,
but a combination of the performer’s interpretation of both
the intentions of the composer and its own expressive in-
tentions that are conveyed to the listener through variations
in dimensions such as tempo, dynamics and timbre. Pre-
vious work has showed a relation between such expressive
variations and perceptual characteristics derived from the
musical score, such asmusical expectations, and perceived
tension (Chew, 2016; Farbood, 2012; Gingras et al., 2016).
The concept of musical tension is highly complex and

multidimensional, and thus, difficult to formalize or quan-
tify (Farbood, 2012; Herremans & Chew, 2016). Infor-

mally, “increasing tension can be described as a feeling
of rising intensity or impending climax, while decreasing
tension can be described as a feeling of relaxation or res-
olution” (Farbood, 2012, pp. 387). The music cognition
literature has shown that aspects related to musical tension
include both psychological factors such as expectation and
emotion; and musical factors such as rhythm, timing and
dynamics and tonality. For a more thorough description
of aspects that contribute to musical tension, we refer the
reader to (Farbood, 2012) and references therein.
In this work we use a computational approach to

study the role of tonal tension features –as proposed by
(Herremans & Chew, 2016)– in the prediction of expres-
sive performances of Classical piano music. Computa-
tional models of musical expression can be used to ex-
plain the way certain properties of a musical score relate
to an expressive rendering of the music (Widmer &Goebl,
2004). The KTH model (Friberg, Bresin, & Sundberg,
2006), one of the most important rule-based models of
expressive performance includes rules that take into ac-
count tonal tension.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: the

Method section is divided into three subsections, the first
of which describes the tonal tension and score features, fol-
lowed by a brief description of the way expressive tempo
and dynamics are quantified in this work; and finally, the
recurrent neural network model relating the features to the
expressive tempo and dynamics is presented. The Experi-
ments section describes the evaluation of the methods us-
ing cross-validation experiments. Afterwards we discuss
the results of these experiments and, finally, we present
conclusions and future research directions.

Method
This section details the computational methodology we

use in this study. It describes the features used to represent
musical contexts – the inputs of the model, the expressive
parameters used to represent tempo and dynamics – the
outputs of the model, and the model itself.



Features

Tonal Tension Features (T)

In order to characterize tonal tension, we use a set of
three quantities, which are computed using the method
proposed by Herremans and Chew (2016). These fea-
tures capture tonal relationships of the music represented
in Chew’s (2000) spiral array model, a three dimen-
sional representation of pitch classes, chords and keys
constructed in such a way that spatial proximity repre-
sents close tonal relationships. The tonal tension features
are:

1. cloud diameter (Tcd), which estimates the maximal
tonal distance between notes in a segment of music;

2. cloud momentum (Tcm) quantifies harmonic move-
ment as the tonal distance from a section to the next;
and

3. tensile strain (Tts), the relative tonal distance between
the current segment and the center of effect of the key
of the piece, i.e. the point in the spiral array mode
that best represents the key of the piece.

Since distances in the spiral array are can be large (in
this particular work, an order of magnitude larger than
the score features defined below), we scale the tension
features described above by dividing them by the distance
between enharmonically equivalent notes (e.g. C] andD[).
Herremans and Chew (2016) evaluated these features by
comparing them to the empirical study by Farbood (2012),
showing that these features correlate to human perception
of tonal tension.

Score Features

Following Cancino-Chacón, Grachten, Sears, and Wid-
mer (2017), we include two groups of low-level descrip-
tors of a musical score that have been shown to predict
characteristics of expressive performance. These features
provide a baseline showing to what degree expressive vari-
ations can be explained only by the nominal information
in the score.

1. Pitch (P)

(a) (pitchh, pitchl, pitchm). Three features repre-
senting the chromatic pitch (as MIDI note num-
bers divided by 127) of the highest note, the
lowest note, and the melody note (if given, and
zero otherwise) at each score position.

(b) (vic1, vic2, vic3). Three features describing up
to three vertical interval classes above the bass,

i.e. the intervals between the notes of a chord
and the lowest pitch, excluding pitch class rep-
etition and octaves. For example, a C ma-
jor triad (C, E, G), starting at C4 would be
represented as ( pitchl vic1 vic2 vic3 ) =
( 60

127
4
11

7
11 0 ), where 0 denotes the ab-

sence of a third interval above C4, i.e. the ab-
sence of a fourth note in the chord.

2. Metrical (M)

(a) bφ,t . The relative location of an onset within
the bar, computed as bφ,t = t mod B

B , where t is
the temporal position of the onset measured in
beats from the beginning of the score, and B is
the length of the bar in beats.

(b) (bd, bs, bw). Three binary features (taking val-
ues in {0, 1}) encoding the metrical strength
of the t-th onset. bd is nonzero at the down-
beat (i.e. whenever bφ,t = 0); bs is nonzero
at the secondary strong beat in duple meters
(e.g. quarter-note 3 in 4

4, and eighth-note 4 in
6
8), and bw is nonzero at weak metrical positions
(i.e. whenever bd and bs are both zero).

Expressive Parameters

We consider an expressive parameter to be a numerical
descriptor that corresponds to common concepts involved
in expressive performance. In this section we briefly de-
scribe the parameters used to represent expressive tempo
and dynamics.

1. Tempo.

(a) BPR. We take the local beat period ratio as a
proxy for musical tempo. In order to compute
this parameter, we average the performed onset
times of all notes occurring at the same score
position and then compute theBPR by taking the
slope of the averaged onset times (in seconds)
with respect to the score onsets (in beats) and
dividing the resulting series by its average beat
period.

(b) dBPR. This parameter is computed as the first
derivative of BPR with respect to the score po-
sition, and corresponds to the relative accelera-
tion, i.e. the relative changes in musical tempo.

2. Dynamics.

(a) VEL. We treat the performedMIDI velocity as a
proxy for the loudness of the note. This parame-
ter computed by taking the maximal performed



MIDI velocity per score position, divided by
127. We use the terms loudness and dynamics
interchangeably to refer to this parameter.

(b) dVEL. This parameter is computed as the first
derivative of VEL with respect to the score po-
sition, and corresponds to the relative changes
in loudness from one time step to the next.

Model

We use recurrent neural networks (RNNs), a family
of non-linear sequential models, to assess the contribu-
tion of the features described above to the prediction of
expressive dynamics and tempo. RNNs are a state-of-
the-art family of neural architectures for modeling se-
quential data (Goodfellow, Bengio, & Courville, 2016).
These models have been used to model expressive dynam-
ics and tempo (Cancino-Chacón, Gadermaier, Widmer, &
Grachten, 2017; Grachten & Cancino-Chacón, 2017). In
this work, we use a simple architecture, which we will
refer to as bRNN, consisting of a composite bidirectional
long short-term memory layer (LSTM) with multiplica-
tive integration (Wu, Zhang, Zhang, Bengio, & Salakhut-
dinov, 2016) with 10 units (5 units processing information
forwards and 5 processing information backwards) and a
linear dense layer with a single unit as output.

Experiments
In order to evaluate the contribution of the features de-

scribed above to the prediction of expressive tempo and
dynamics, we perform a cross-validation experiment to
test the predictive quality of the model. For this study,
we use the Batik/Mozart dataset (Widmer & Tobudic,
2002), which consists of recordings of 13 piano sonatas
by W. A. Mozart performed by Austrian concert pianist
Roland Batik which have been aligned to their scores. An
important characteristic of this dataset is that the melody
voices are manually identified. These performances were
recorded on a Bösendorfer SE 290, a computer controlled
grand piano.
For each expressive parameter, we perform eight 5-

fold cross-validation experiments corresponding tomodels
trained on all combinations of feature sets, i.e. all com-
binations of pitch features (P), metrical features (M) and
tension features (T); as well as a feature set consisting of
a selection of features using a univariate feature selection
method (FS). Each 5-fold cross-validation experiment is
conducted as follows: each model is trained/tested on 5
different partitions (folds) of the dataset, which is orga-
nized into training and test sets, such that each piece in the
corpus occurs exactly one in the test set. For each fold,
we use 80% of the pieces for training and 20% for testing

the model. The parameters of the model are learned by
minimizing the mean squared error on the training set us-
ing RMSProp, a variant of the stochastic gradient descent
algorithm (Tieleman & Hinton, 2012).
The feature selection procedure computes the pairwise

mutual information between each of the features and each
of the expressive parameters. This information-theoretic
measure expresses how much knowing the value of one
variable reduces uncertainty about the value of the other
variable (Ross, 2014), and is a common way of determin-
ing the relevance of features in prediction tasks. Formally,
the mutual information between two variables x and y is
given by

MI(x, y) = E
{

log
(

p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)

)}
,

where E is the expectation operator, p(x, y) is the joint
probability distribution of x and y, and p(x), p(y) are the
marginal probability distributions of x and y, respectively.
If x and y are statistically independent (i.e. they do not
share information about each other), the mutual informa-
tion is zero. In the FS scenario we select the 10 features
with the largest mutual information for each expressive pa-
rameter. This procedure was performed on a small subset
of the Batik/Mozart dataset (20% of the pieces selected
randomly).

Discussion
Figure 1 shows the mutual information between each

feature and the expressive parameters, normalized for each
expressive parameter. In this plot, the height of a column
(the value of the mutual information) signifies how closely
related that feature is to the expressive parameter. The
results in this plot suggest that the tension features, in par-
ticular the cloud diameter might be more related to the
prediction of changes in tempo and dynamics, whereas the
tensile strain might be more related to absolute tempo and
dynamics than their changes. From a musical perspec-
tive, these findings seem plausible, since cloud diameter
refers to melodic events, whose performance might be de-
pendent on the character of the passage, whereas tensile
strain depends on structural harmonic characteristics of
the music.

Note that the values in Figure 1 only measure the MI
of the features and expressive parameters at isolated time
instances, without context. Although this gives a good first
impression of the relevance of features, the bRNN model
presented above is specifically designed to take advantage
of the temporal context to make predictions, implying that
feature values at times before and after τ may also help
to predict expressive parameters at τ. Therefore Figure 1
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Figure 1: Normalized mutual information between features
and expressive parameters. Larger mutual information
means that the variables are more related to each other.

does not necessarily reflect the relevance of features when
used as input to the bRNN.
Table 1 displays the results of the cross-validation exper-

iments using the bRNN on different feature sets. We eval-
uate model accuracy with the coefficient of determination
(R2). This measure expresses the proportion of variance
of the expressive parameters that can be explained by the
models as a function of the feature set. For each expres-
sive parameter, we conducted a paired–samples two-tailed
t-test at the p < 0.01 level to compare the differences
between the R2 values of features sets with and without
tension features (i.e. P vs. P + T, M vs. M + T, and
M + P vs. M + P + T). The effect of including T was
not significant for the prediction of BPR and VEL but it
was significant for the prediction of dVEL in all cases.
For dBPR including T was only beneficial in combina-
tion with P. Based on this result we hypothesize that the
concept of tonal tension is relevant for changes in tempo,
but the features used to represent tonal tension may not
convey enough information by themselves and are there-
fore only advantageous in combination with more specific
pitch information.
In order to visualize the contribution of each feature to

the prediction of the changes in tempo and dynamics, we
perform a differential sensitivity analysis1 of the models
by computing a local linear approximation of the output
of the bRNNs trained on all features (P + M + T). The
resulting sensitivities are plotted in Figure 2. This figure
can by roughly interpreted as follows: The color in the
cell that corresponds to feature f and time step t repre-
sents the contribution of the value of f at time t to the
prediction of the expressive parameter at time t = τ (the
center column of the plot). Blue tones reflect feature val-

1We use the definition of sensitivity analysis from the applied math-
ematics literature, not in the sense used in the psychology literature.

Table 1: Proportion of variance explained (R2) for expressive
tempo and dynamics using different feature sets, averaged
over all pieces on the Batik/Mozart corpus. Larger R2 values
reflect more accurate predictions. For each combination of
target and feature set, the results are listed for that feature
set as is (left), and including tonal tension features T (right).
For clarity, improvements of R2 as a result of adding T are
marked in green, whereas detriments are marked in red.
Bold numbersmark a statistically significant difference (p <
0.01). The effect size (Cohen’s d) is reported in parenthesis
for those cases with statistically significant differences.

Tempo
BPR dBPR

Feature Set + T + T d

∅ - 0.010 - 0.011
P 0.024 0.021 0.068 0.073 (0.10)
M 0.051 0.054 0.093 0.092

P +M 0.056 0.054 0.105 0.110 (0.06)

Dynamics
VEL dVEL

Feature Set + T + T d

∅ - 0.018 - 0.026
P 0.326 0.335 0.236 0.250 (0.16)
M 0.048 0.052 0.041 0.050 (0.18)

P +M 0.351 0.347 0.250 0.282 (0.40)

ues that negatively contribute to the predicted value (the
higher the feature value the lower the predicted value), and
red tones reflect feature values that positively contribute
to the predicted value.

The plots follow a similar trend to the results showed in
Figure 1, where the features with higher mutual informa-
tion also have brighter colors in Figure 2, with the added
benefit that the contribution of each feature at different
time steps can be visualized.

The plots in Figure 2 suggest a tendency of the per-
former to emphasize melodic and harmonic events by
slowing down. For example, a chromatic melody note
in an otherwise tonally stable section of the piece, (like the
presentation of the main theme during the exposition of a
sonata) is emphasized by slowing down (see the reddish
hue in Tcd for time-steps τ and τ+1 in the left plot); while
upcoming chromatic notes contribute to speeding up (the
bluish hue in Tcd for time-steps > τ + 1). On the other
hand, chords that are tonally far from the current key are
emphasized by slowing and an increase in loudness (the
reddish hue for time-step τ inTcm in the left plot and inTts
in the right plot). Furthermore, upcoming sections with
modulations to distant keys (like the more unstable parts
of the development of a sonata) contribute to speeding up
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Figure 2: Differential sensitivity plots for dBPR (left) and dVEL (right). Each row in the plot corresponds to an input feature
and each column to the contribution of its value at that time-step to the output of the model at time τ (the center of each
plot). Red and blue indicate a positive (i.e. slowing down or increasing loudness) and negative contribution (i.e. speeding
up or decreasing loudness), respectively.

(the bluish hue inTcd for time-steps > τ+2 in the left plot)
These findings agree with common performance rules (c.f.
themelodic charge and harmonic charge rules in the KTH
model (Friberg et al., 2006)).

Conclusions
In this work we have empirically investigated the role

of tonal tension in shaping musical expression in classi-
cal piano performances. Our experimental results show
that using tonal tension information improves predic-
tions of change of tempo and dynamics, but not predic-
tions of absolute tempo and dynamics. For predicting
changes in tempo, using tonal tension features as defined
in (Herremans & Chew, 2016) was only beneficial when
low level pitch information was also available. This sug-
gests that tonal tension features are potentially relevant
for predicting tempo changes, but by themselves not suffi-
ciently specific for that purpose.
Furthermore, an analysis of the trained models corrobo-

rates previously formulated relationships between perfor-
mance and tension, as defined in the KTH model.
Future work may focus on a more explicit testing of

the hypothesis that recurrent neural network models may
learn features describing tonal characteristics from low
level pitch information as a side effect of learning to predict
expressive tempo and dynamics.
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